The mechanical properties of two rubber materials, RB-55 rubber and FM-32 foam rubber, were tested under quasistatic and dynamic compressive loadings with a universal testing machine and a nonmetallic split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB), respectively. The results show that the hyperelasticity dominates the mechanical characteristics of the both materials. And the strain rate dependencies can be observed over the wide strain rate range from 10 -2 s -1 to order 10 3 s -1 . But in the rather narrow bands of 10 -2 -10 0 s -1 and 2 · 10 3 -6 · 10 3 s -1 , the strain rate effects are not significant. In order to numerically simulate rod-explosive loading tests where the two rubber materials were used as a combined buffer, the strain rate-independent hyperelastic behaviors at the strain rate of order 10 3 s -1 were characterized by Ogden constitutive models, incompressible for RB-55 rubber and compressible for FM-32 foam rubber, respectively. The numerical prediction of the structural responses agrees very well with the experimental results. This means the testing and modeling are successful.
Rubber or rubber-like materials have been widely used to mitigate damage caused by shock loadings because of their low modulus, high damping capacity and large extensibility. In those applications, their mechanical properties are important for modeling and simulation, so that better effects of isolation and/or energy absorption can be obtained.
In the above mentioned problems, the mechanical behavior refers to large strain, high strain rate and nonlinear material response [1] . But up to now, most of the relevant investigations, such as the work by Dvorak et al. [2] , Findik et al. [3] , Ronan et al. [4] and Abu-Abdeen [5] , have been limited in quasi static, creep, relaxation, small strain or linear problems. Recently, a number of experimental studies were published, referring to high strain rate compressive behavior of rubber or rubber-like materials [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Furthermore, there have been a number of corresponding constitutive models proposed for this kind of materials [14] , including such models like: Blatz-Ko [15] , Mooney-Rivlin [16, 17] , Ogden [18, 19] , etc.
These provide a foundation for further researches and applications of dynamic constitutive relationship of rubber materials.
However, the mechanical properties of rubber materials are very sensitive to many factors, such as ingredients, operation parameters, environmental and loading conditions. Thus, there is neither a universal model nor a set of material parameters to describe them. The best countermeasure is to test the mechanical properties aiming at a specific rubber material under the conditions corresponding to the physical and mechanical environment, then select a right constitutive model and determine the material parameters.
In this paper two materials, RB-55 rubber and FM-32 foam rubber were investigated. First the quasistatic and dynamic compressive tests were performed. Then according to the test data, the mechanical behavior at the strain rate of order 10 3 s -1 was characterized by the Ogden constitutive models. Finally, an application example the two materials are used where as a combined buffer to shape the impulses generated by rod-explosive [20, 21] is given to illustrate the validity of the dynamic constitutive models.
EXPERIMENTAL PART

Materials
The two materials are common standard industrial rubber materials. The first one is RB-55 rubber supplied by Northwestern Rubber Company (China) characterized by the Shore hardness 55 and density 1.5415 g/cm 3 . It is a kind of white vacuum rubber made from natural rubber material with vulcanization technology. The RB-55 specimens are cylindrical with the size F 10 × 3.54 mm, which were cut from a 3.54 mm thick plate. The second one is FM-32 foam rubber delivered by Chengdu Hongqi Rubber Company (China). It is a black open-cell sponge rubber material manufactured from natural rubber material with foaming technology. The foam rubber plates are also standard industrial products with varied mass densities. For the FM-32 material the Shore hardness was 32 and density 0.822 g/cm 3 . The FM-32 specimens are cylindrical with the size F 10 × 3.5 mm. The photos of these two kinds of specimens are given in Fig. 1 . Considering the fabrication error and material non-uniformities, the detailed sizes used in test data processing are according to final measurements.
Methods of testing
First, a series of quasistatic compressive tests were performed to obtain an elementary understanding of the mechanical properties. The specimens of the two rubber materials were tested under the compression strain rates 10 -2 , 10 -1 and 1 s -1 by a MTS RT/5 universal testing machine.
Then, a nonmetallic split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) system was used to test the mechanical behavior under the strain rate between 2 · 10 3 -6 · 10 3 s -1 . The two rubber materials are both typical soft materials. General SHPB systems (metal bars based) can not be used to test their mechanical properties because the reflected strain waves are too weak to detect [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . An effort utilizing high-sensitive semiconductor strain gauges was even made but it unfortunately failed. At last, a PMMA SHPB apparatus was selected after a series of trials and comparisons. Therein, the input/output bar and the impact bar (projectile) are all made of PMMA, and have the diameter of 12.5 mm. Their elastic modulus is 3 GPa, and the mass density is 1180 kg/m 3 . The length of the input/output bar is 1000 mm, and the impact bar is 30 mm long. Pulse shapers were used in the tests to adjust the input strain waveforms. The two interfaces at the ends of the specimens were enough lubricated before testing.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Quasistatic tests
The tested engineering stress-strain curves are given in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2a , the obvious hyperelasticity can be seen in the engineering stress-strain curves of RB-55 rubber. But under the different strain rates, the three curves nearly superposed together. So it can be drawn that the strain rate effect of the constitutive relationships of RB-55 rubber is not significant under quasistatic compressive loadings at the strain rate between 10 -2 and 1 s -1 . Similarly, for FM-32 foam rubber, the obvious hyperelasticity can be also found, as it was shown in Fig. 2b . But different from RB-55 rubber, this material is relatively soft in low strain range from 0 to 0.5, when the foam is not compacted into the solid state. Then, the curve slopes become higher and higher with the increase of the strain after it exceeds 0.5. This stage reflects the stress-strain relationship when the material is compacted into the solid state. As for the strain rate effect, the stress-strain curves under the strain rates 10 -2 and 10 -1 s -1 are almost consistent, but that below 1 s -1 is a little different from the other two. This phenomenon indicates that, under quasistatic compressive loadings (strain rate from 10 -2 to 1 s -1 ), the mechanical properties of FM-32 foam rubber are slightly strain rate-dependent. But for engineering problems, the slight strain rate dependence can be neglected.
To summarize, the quasistatic compressive tests show that the quasistatic mechanical properties distinctly indicate hyperelasticity of both rubber materials. These properties are almost strain rate-independent.
Dynamic tests
In Fig. 3 the SHPB test results of the two materials under various strain rates are shown. As mentioned above, the specimen diameter is 10 mm and the input/output bar diameter is 12.5 mm. Thus, in the process of specimen compression, the radial expansion will let its diameter exceed the diameter of the input and output bars, when the test results become invalid. Therefore, Fig. 3 only gives the results with the limited strain range from 0 to 0.4. From Fig. 3a , we can find that the engineering stress--strain curves of RB-55 rubber have a slight rising trend, and show approximately linear relationship. But considering the rather large strain, the rising trend of the true stress-strain curves will be more significant. So the results shown in Fig 3a also show the hyperelastic behavior of RB-55 rubber. At the same time, the test results of FM-32 foam rubber given in Fig. 3b show a relatively strong hyperelastic property. Similarly to results presented in Fig. 2 According to our analysis, the test error and dispersion are caused by various uncertainties, such as size error of the specimens, unflatness of the specimen ends and non-uniformities of the materials. These uncertainties just cover the essentially inconspicuous strain rate effects. The quasistatic and dynamic results are partly compared in Fig. 4 . It shows that the results under the strain rates less than 1 s -1 and of order 10 3 s -1 are clearly different, for the both materials. This indicates that the strain rate effects are significant when the loading rate widely ranges from 10 -2 to order 10 3 s -1 . The tangent moduli at the engineering strain of 0.3 increase by approximately 50 and 1000 % for RB-55 rubber and FM-32 foam rubber, respectively. But as mentioned above, the strain rate effects are not significant over the strain rate from 10 -2 to 1 s -1
and at rate of order 10 3 s -1 , respectively. These trends agree with the previous experimental studies. By compressive tests of Adiprene L-100 rubber, Gray et al. [22] found that there was little change in constitutive behavior for the strain rate from 10 -3 to 10 -1 s -1 but the Young's modulus increased by 800 % with the strain rate increase from 10 -3 to 3 · 10 3 s -1 . Bergström and Boyce [23] tested the compressive properties of nitrile and chloroprene rubber and found that the compressive tangent modulus at a true strain of 0.45 increased by approximately 10 % with the strain rate increase from 2 · 10 -4 to 10 -1 s -1 . And Lee et al. [24] found, for three unspecified rubber materials, the compressive tangent modulus increased by 400 % with the strain rate increase from 1 to 5 · 10 3 s -1 . The above test data, both ours and the previous, show that the rate effect is not significant at low strain rates (generally below 1 s -1 ), but it becomes very strong when the strain rate ranges from low level to high level (of order 10 3 s -1 ), at least for some rubbers. Our test results also show that, the rate dependence is very slight at the strain rate from 10 -2 to 1 s -1 or at the rate of order 10 3 s -1 . Since the two materials can be regarded as strain rate-independent for dynamic problems with the strain rate of order 10 3 s -1 , the corresponding dynamic test results should be used to build or select appropriate corresponding dynamic constitutive models and to determine the parameters to numerically simulate the impulsive loading tests where the strain rate is almost of order 10 3 s -1 .
Constitutive characterization
According to the above test results, the mechanical properties of the two materials confirm their hyperelasticity and are strain rate-independent under the strain rate of order 10 3 s -1 . Thus, strain rate-independent hyperelastic constitutive models can be used to characterize them. Presently, there are several hyperelastic constitutive models for rubber or rubber-like materials [14] , such as Blatz-Ko model [15] , Mooney-Rivlin model [16, 17] and Ogden model [18, 19] . Therein, the Blatz-Ko model is the simplest one, which is described by only one parameter, i.e. shear modulus [14] , so its simulation precision is low. The Mooney-Rivlin model is the most widely used one, but it is not appropriate for strong strain-hardening characteristics. The Ogden model can simulate hyperelastic behavior in a relatively wide strain range and also can describe strong strain-hardening behavior [25] [26] [27] . The dynamic problem considered in this paper refers to both large strains induced by local explosion loadings and strong strain-hardening characteristics of the two rubbers. Consequently, the Ogden model is more appropriate.
In the Ogden model, the strain energy (W) is expressed as a function of the principal stretches [28] . For incompressible materials, the strain energy function is given by equation: (1)
where: µ j , a j -the material parameters, n -the number of terms, l i (i = 1, 2, 3) -the principal stretches. The following relationship is assumed:
For compressible materials, W function is expressed as: 
where: l i (i = 1, 2, 3) -the principal stretches where the volumetric effects have been eliminated, K -the bulk modulus, J -the relative volume. The parameters of eq. (3) should satisfy the following additional relationships:
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If the expression for W function is obtained, the three principal stresses can be formulated by the equations:
Thus, the material parameters can be determined according to the uniaxial compression test results by nonlinear curve fitting. 1, 2, 3) and a j (j = 1, 2, 3 According to the above dynamic compression test results, the constitutive parameters for the Ogden models (n = 3) of the two materials were determined by nonlinear least square method, as given in Table 1 . The engineering stress-strain curves predicted by the Ogden models are compared to the corresponding test results, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Application
The constitutive models and parameters obtained in the above section have been successfully used in an application of testing dynamic structural responses [29, 30] . When a pulsed intense X-ray radiates on a structure, the instantaneous energy deposition will lead to a so-called blow-off impulse loaded on the structure surface. Then structural responses will be caused and may result in damage or failure of the structure. Several researchers experimentally simulate this kind of mechanical effects using the rod-explosive technique [20, 21] .
The experimental configuration of the rod-explosive loading test is shown schematically in Fig. 6 [21] . The test item is a cylindrical steel shell with the diameter of 265 mm, length of 380 mm and thickness of 4 mm. Nineteen pentaerytritol tetranitrate (PETN) explosive rods (3 mm wide and 0.47 mm thick) were used to generate discrete impulsive loads to simulate the impulse induced by X-ray, which is approximately continuously distributed as a cosine function [21, 31] . A layer of RB-55 rubber (2.82 mm thick) and a layer of FM-32 foam rubber (8.14 mm thick) are combined as a buffer to shape the rod-explosive loads to be closer to a cosine distribution. For finite element simulation, the cylindrical shell, the FM-32 foam rubber layer and the RB-55 rubber layer were modeled firstly. Then the nineteen PETN explosive rods were modeled on the RB-55 rubber layer according to the practical distribution. An air layer 15.67 mm thick was also modeled to envelope the surfaces of the RB-55 rubber layer and the explosive rods to simulate the explosion fluid field. A numerical simulation [29, 30] In the finite element simulation, the explosive rods exploded and generated a transient load. Then the loads were transmitted to the cylindrical shell and caused structural responses. The comparison between the numerical and experimental strain histories (both axial and circumferential) on the inner surface at 0°gives Fig. 7 [30] .
This figure shows that the numerical results agree with the experimental in characteristics of both the amplitudes and frequencies, if the testing error is neglected. It is necessary to be pointed out that this kind of transient numerical prediction is very difficult and the above comparison is acceptable. This indicates that the testing and modeling of the two rubber materials are successful and acceptable for engineering applications.
CONCLUSIONS
-The hyperelasticity dominates the quasistatic (10 -2 -10 0 s -1 ) and dynamic (of order 10 3 s -1 ) mechanical properties of the two rubber materials (RB-55 and FM-32).
-The strain rate hardening is significant when the loading rate widely ranges from 10 -2 to order 10 3 s -1 . But it is very slight in quasistatic (10 -2 -10 0 s -1 ) and dynamic (of order 10 3 s -1 ) compression tests, respectively. -The strain rate-independent Ogden hyperelastic models (incompressible for RB-55 rubber and compressible for FM-32 foam rubber) were used to characterize the two materials and the parameters were determined according to the dynamic test results for numerical simulation of rod-explosive loading tests with the strain rate of order 10 3 s -1 in the two rubber materials. -The numerical prediction of the structural responses induced by rod-explosive impulses and shaped by the two rubber materials agree very well with the experimental results. This indicates that the testing and modeling of the two rubber materials are successful and acceptable for engineering applications.
-The testing-modeling procedure and the results presented in this paper are essential for further researches and engineering applications. 
